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 Welcome

Business Foundations: A Changing World,
thirteenth edition, provides coverage of dynamic changes in the economy as
they relate to business and business decisions. The contents of this book are
integrated with current events and examples to illustrate the concepts
discussed. We have listened to your feedback and incorporated needed
changes in content, boxes, cases, exercises, support, online resources, and
other features.

Digital marketing and social media, discussed in Chapter 13, are dynamic
areas that continue to change the face of business. Entrepreneurs and small
businesses can increase sales and reduce costs by using social networking to
communicate and develop relationships with customers. The sharing, or
“gig,” economy has transformed entrepreneurial opportunities for employees.
For example, the number of independent contractors in our economy has
increased to almost one-third of the workforce. The internet is providing
opportunities for peer-to-peer relationships for companies such as Uber, Lyft,
TaskRabbit, Airbnb, and Fiverr. Digital marketing has helped many
entrepreneurs launch successful businesses.

The foundational areas of introduction to business, entrepreneurship,
small business management, marketing, accounting, and finance have all
been revised. Examples have been provided to which students can easily
relate in our “Enter the World of Business” opening vignette found in each
chapter. Throughout the text, we highlight innovation and disruption in our
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boxed features. “Entrepreneurship in Action” demonstrates the importance of
entrepreneurs; “Technology and the Economy” demonstrates how emerging
technologies such as artificial intelligence, drones, and augmented reality
influence business; “Business Disruption” provides real-world examples of
the changing business landscape; and “Responding to Business Challenges”
features companies that have overcome obstacles.

We have been careful to continue our coverage of global business, ethics
and social responsibility, and information technology as they relate to the
foundations important in an introduction to business course. Our co-author
team has a diversity of expertise in these important areas. O.C. Ferrell and
Linda Ferrell have been recognized as leaders in business ethics education,
and their insights are reflected in every chapter and in the “Consider Ethics
and Social Responsibility” boxes. Geoff Hirt has a strong background in
global business development, especially world financial markets and trade
relationships.

 

Our goal is to make sure that the content and teaching package for this
book are of the highest quality possible. We wish to seize this opportunity to
gain your trust, and we appreciate any feedback to help us continually
improve these materials. We hope that the real beneficiary of all of our work
will be well-informed students who appreciate the role of business in society
and take advantage of the opportunity to play a significant role in improving
our world. In this new edition, we have additional content to help our
students understand how our free enterprise system operates and how we fit
into the global competitive environment. This course is an opportunity for
students to understand how they can create their own success and improve
their quality of life.

O.C. Ferrell
Geoffrey A. Hirt

Linda Ferrell
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Focused, Exciting,
Applicable, Happening

Business Foundations: A Changing World, thirteenth edition, offers faculty
and students a focused resource that is exciting, applicable, and happening!
What sets this learning program apart from the competition? An unrivaled
mixture of exciting content and resources blended with application-focused
text and activities, and fresh topics and examples that show students what is
happening in the world of business today!

Our product contains all of the essentials that most students should learn in a
semester. Business Foundations has, since its inception, delivered a focused
presentation of the essential material needed to teach introduction to business.
An unrivaled mixture of exciting content and resources, application-focused
content and activities, and fresh topics and examples that show students what
is happening in the world of business today set this text apart!

Focused!
It’s easy for students taking their first steps into business to become
overwhelmed. Longer products try to solve this problem by chopping out
examples or topics to make ad hoc shorter editions. Business Foundations
carefully builds just the right mix of coverage and applications to give
your students a firm grounding in business principles. Where other
products have you sprinting through the semester to get everything in,
Ferrell/Hirt/Ferrell allows you the breathing space to explore topics and
incorporate other activities that are important to you and your students.
The exceptional resources and the Active Classroom Resource Manual
support you in this effort every step of the way.
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Exciting!
It’s exciting to see students succeed! It’s exciting to see more As and Bs
in a course without grade inflation. Ferrell/Hirt/Ferrell makes these results
possible for your course with its integrated learning package that is
proven effective, tailored to each individual student, and easy to use.

Applicable!
When students see how content applies to them, their life, their career,
and the world around them, they are more engaged in the course.
Business Foundations helps students maximize their learning efforts by
setting clear objectives; delivering interesting cases and examples;
focusing on core issues; and providing engaging activities to apply
concepts, build skills, and solve problems.

Happening!
Everything in this edition reflects the very latest developments in the
business world—such as the COVID-19 pandemic that resulted in high
unemployment, stress on small businesses, and disruption in supply
chains. In addition, ethics and social responsibility have become much
more important as firms are being rewarded for having a social
conscience and addressing unrest and conflicts in society.
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New to This Edition
As always, when revising this material for the current edition, all examples,
figures, and statistics have been updated to incorporate any recent
developments that affect the world of business. Additionally, content was
updated to ensure the most pertinent topical coverage is provided.

Here are the highlights for each chapter:

Chapter 1: The Dynamics of Business and Economics
New boxed features describing real-world business issues
Updated unemployment and GDP data
New stats on inflation
New stats on women in the workforce
New section on technology and the economy
New examples related to the COVID-19 pandemic
New figure depicting artificial intelligence in relation to its enablers
New See for Yourself Case featuring Tesla

Chapter 2: Business Ethics and Social Responsibility
New boxed features describing issues in business ethics and social responsibility
New data on global trust in different industries
New examples about ethical issues in the sharing economy
New content about aggressive financial or business objectives
New example of a bribery scandal
Expanded timeline of ethical and socially responsible activities
New content on diversity, equity, and inclusion
New table of the divisions of the Federal Trade Commission
New See for Yourself Case featuring Hershey

Chapter 3: Business in a Borderless World
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New boxed features describing issues in international business
Updated list of top 10 countries with which the United States has trade deficits/surpluses
New content on the United States–China trade war
Updated Euro Zone details
New details on the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
New content about the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA)
New table of U.S. top trading partners
Updated table of common hand gestures that are rude in other countries
New See for Yourself Case featuring McDonald’s

 

Chapter 4: Options for Organizing Business
New boxed features describing real-world business issues
New table of world’s biggest dividend payers
Updated table of America’s largest private companies
New See for Yourself Case featuring Casper

Chapter 5: Small Business, Entrepreneurship, and
Franchising

New boxed features describing current business issues
Examples of innovative small businesses
New information on artificial intelligence
Updated table of the fastest growing franchises
Updated table of the most business-friendly states
New stats on small business
New data on Gen Z in the workforce
New data on minority-owned businesses
New See for Yourself Case discussing the impact of COVID-19 on small business

Chapter 6: The Nature of Management
New boxed features describing current business issues
New content about business models
New table of compensation packages of CEOs
New content on gender equality
New See for Yourself Case featuring Everlane
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Chapter 7: Organization, Teamwork, and Communication
New boxed features describing current business issues
New examples of organizational culture
New content on artificial intelligence
New content on email and videoconferencing usage in the workplace
New See for Yourself Case featuring Coca-Cola

Chapter 8: Managing Operations and Supply Chains
New boxed features describing current business operational issues
New content on marketing research and artificial intelligence
New section on blockchain technology
New content on drone technology
Extensive overhaul of Managing the Supply Chain section
Updated airline scorecard table
New examples related to the COVID-19 pandemic and supply chains
New See for Yourself Case featuring Scentsy

 

Chapter 9: Motivating the Workforce
New boxed features describing current business issues
New examples of organizational culture
New table of best places for businesses and careers
New See for Yourself Case featuring Google

Chapter 10: Managing Human Resources
New boxed features describing current HR issues
Updated common job interview questions
New content on wage gap
New example of how soft benefits inspire loyalty
New section on employee relations and sexual harrassment
New content on diversity, equity, and inclusion
New See for Yourself Case featuring Apple

Chapter 11: Customer-Driven Marketing
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New boxed features describing current marketing issues
New content on marketing orientation
New content on supply chain management
New content on marketing analytics dashboards
New data on the buying power by race/ethnicity
New table of companies with the best customer service
New See for Yourself Case featuring Dollar General

Chapter 12: Dimensions of Marketing Strategy
New boxed features describing current marketing issues
Logistics added as key term
New definition for physical distribution key term
Updated figure depicting a company’s product mix
Updated personal care and cleaning products customer satisfaction ratings
New examples related to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on marketing strategy
New See for Yourself Case featuring Dr. Martens

Chapter 13: Digital Marketing and Social Media
New boxed features describing current digital marketing issues
New stats on social media use by platform
New stats on mobile app activities
New data on the main sources of identity theft
New section on TikTok
New See for Yourself Case featuring Facebook and Instagram

 

Chapter 14: Accounting and Financial Statements
New boxed features describing current accounting issues
Updated rankings of accounting firms in the United States
New financial information for NVIDIA
New content on net income and corporate tax rate
New See for Yourself Case featuring Tesla

Chapter 15: Money and the Financial System
New boxed features describing current financial issues



Updated life expectancy of money
Updated cost to produce coins
New content on cryptocurrency
New content on interest rates
New content on exchange-traded funds (ETFs)
New See for Yourself Case discussing the Big Mac Index

Chapter 16: Financial Management and Securities Markets
New boxed features describing current financial issues
Updated short-term investment possibilities
Updated U.S. corporate bond quotes
New content on electronic markets
Updated estimated common stock price-earnings, ratios, and dividends for selected
companies
New table of S&P 500 corrections
New content on the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on financial management
New See for Yourself Case featuring the Dow Jones Industrial Average
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Instructors: Student Success
Starts with You
Tools to enhance your unique voice
Want to build your own course? No problem. Prefer to use an OLC-
aligned, prebuilt course? Easy. Want to make changes throughout the
semester? Sure. And you’ll save time with Connect’s auto-grading too.

65%
Less Time Grading
Study made personal
Incorporate adaptive study resources like SmartBook® 2.0 into your
course and help your students be better prepared in less time. Learn
more about the powerful personalized learning experience available in
SmartBook 2.0 at
www.mheducation.com/highered/connect/smartbook

http://www.mheducation.com/highered/connect/smartbook


Laptop: McGraw Hill; Woman/dog: George Doyle/Getty Images

Affordable solutions, added value 

Make technology work for you with LMS integration for single
sign-on access, mobile access to the digital textbook, and reports
to quickly show you how each of your students is doing. And with
our Inclusive Access program you can provide all these tools at a
discount to your students. Ask your McGraw Hill representative
for more information.

 
Padlock: Jobalou/Getty Images

Solutions for your challenges 

A product isn’t a solution. Real solutions are affordable, reliable,
and come with training and ongoing support when you need it and
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how you want it. Visit www.supportateverystep.com for videos
and resources both you and your students can use throughout the
semester.

 
Checkmark: Jobalou/Getty Images

 

Students: Get Learning that Fits
You
Effective tools for efficient studying
Connect is designed to help you be more productive with simple,
flexible, intuitive tools that maximize your study time and meet your
individual learning needs. Get learning that works for you with
Connect.

Study anytime, anywhere
Download the free ReadAnywhere app and access your online eBook,
SmartBook 2.0, or Adaptive Learning Assignments when it’s
convenient, even if you’re offline. And since the app automatically
syncs with your Connect account, all of your work is available every
time you open it. Find out more at

http://www.supportateverystep.com


www.mheducation.com/readanywhere

“I really liked this app—it made it easy to
study when you don't have your textbook in
front of you.”
- Jordan Cunningham, Eastern Washington University

Everything you need in one place
Your Connect course has everything you need—whether reading on
your digital eBook or completing assignments for class, Connect
makes it easy to get your work done.

Calendar: owattaphotos/Getty Images

Learning for everyone
McGraw Hill works directly with Accessibility Services Departments
and faculty to meet the learning needs of all students. Please contact
your Accessibility Services Office and ask them to email
accessibility@mheducation.com, or visit
www.mheducation.com/about/accessibility for more information.

http://www.mheducation.com/readanywhere
mailto:accessibility@mheducation.com
http://www.mheducation.com/about/accessibility
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Proctorio: Remote Proctoring & Browser-
Locking Capabilities

Remote proctoring and browser-locking capabilities, hosted by Proctorio
within Connect, provide control of the assessment environment by enabling
security options and verifying the identity of the student.

Seamlessly integrated within Connect, these services allow instructors to
control students’ assessment experience by restricting browser activity,
recording students’ activity, and verifying students are doing their own work.

Instant and detailed reporting gives instructors an at-a-glance view of
potential academic integrity concerns, thereby avoiding personal bias and
supporting evidence-based claims.

 ReadAnywhere



Read or study when it’s convenient for you with McGraw Hill’s free
ReadAnywhere app. Available for iOS or Android smartphones or tablets,
ReadAnywhere gives users access to McGraw Hill tools including the eBook
and SmartBook 2.0 or Adaptive Learning Assignments in Connect. Take
notes, highlight, and complete assignments offline—all of your work will
sync when you open the app with WiFi access. Log in with your McGraw
Hill Connect username and password to start learning—anytime, anywhere!

OLC-Aligned Courses: Implementing High-
Quality Online Instruction and Assessment
through Preconfigured Courseware
In consultation with the Online Learning Consortium (OLC) and our certified
Faculty Consultants, McGraw Hill has created preconfigured courseware
using OLC’s quality scorecard to align with best practices in online course
delivery. This turnkey courseware contains a combination of formative
assessments, summative assessments, homework, and application activities,
and can easily be customized to meet an individual’s needs and course
outcomes. For more information, visit
https://www.mheducation.com/highered/olc.

Tegrity: Lectures 24/7
Tegrity in Connect is a tool that makes class time available 24/7 by
automatically capturing every lecture. With a simple one-click start-and-stop
process, you capture all computer screens and corresponding audio in a
format that is easy to search, frame by frame. Students can replay any part of
any class with easy-to-use, browser-based viewing on a PC, Mac, iPod, or
other mobile device.

Educators know that the more students can see, hear, and experience class
resources, the better they learn. In fact, studies prove it. Tegrity’s unique
search feature helps students efficiently find what they need, when they need
it, across an entire semester of class recordings. Help turn your students’
study time into learning moments immediately supported by your lecture.
With Tegrity, you also increase intent listening and class participation by
easing students’ concerns about note-taking. Using Tegrity in Connect will

https://www.mheducation.com/highered/olc
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make it more likely you will see students’ faces, not the tops of their heads.

 

Test Builder in Connect
Available within Connect, Test Builder is a cloud-based tool that enables
instructors to format tests that can be printed, administered within a Learning
Management System, or exported as a Word document of the test bank. Test
Builder offers a modern, streamlined interface for easy content configuration
that matches course needs, without requiring a download.

Test Builder allows you to:

Access all test bank content from a particular title.
Easily pinpoint the most relevant content through robust filtering options.
Manipulate the order of questions or scramble questions and/or answers.
Pin questions to a specific location within a test.
Determine your preferred treatment of algorithmic questions.
Choose the layout and spacing.
Add instructions and configure default settings.

Test Builder provides a secure interface for better protection of content and
allows for just-in-time updates to flow directly into assessments.

Writing Assignment
Available within Connect and Connect Master, the Writing Assignment tool
delivers a learning experience to help students improve their written
communication skills and conceptual understanding. As an instructor, you
can assign, monitor, grade, and provide feedback on writing more efficiently
and effectively.

Application-Based Activities in Connect
Application-Based Activities in Connect are highly interactive, assignable
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exercises that provide students a safe space to apply the concepts they have
learned to real-world, course-specific problems. Each Application-Based
Activity involves the application of multiple concepts, allowing students to
synthesize information and use critical thinking skills to solve realistic
scenarios.

Create: Your Book, Your Way

McGraw Hill’s Content Collections Powered by Create® is a self-service
website that enables instructors to create custom course materials—print and
eBooks—by drawing upon McGraw Hill’s comprehensive, cross-disciplinary
content. Choose what you want from our high-quality textbooks, articles, and
cases. Combine it with your own content quickly and easily, and tap into
other rights-secured, third-party content such as readings, cases, and articles.
Content can be arranged in a way that makes the most sense for your course
and you can include the course name and information as well. Choose the
best format for your course: color print, black-and-white print, or eBook. The
eBook can be included in your Connect course and is available on the free
ReadAnywhere app for smartphone or tablet access as well. When you are
finished customizing, you will receive a free digital copy to review in just
minutes! Visit McGraw Hill Create®—www.mcgrawhillcreate.com—today
and begin building!

 

http://www.mcgrawhillcreate.com
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